Rookie Corner - 277

Across
1 Sitting pretty with
pot noodle for
stirring. Not I!
(2,3,2,3,5)
9 Refined
characteristic of a
town with east end
(6)

by Modica

1

11 Treat moderate
conservative grasped
(8)

20

14 Having two sons in
good health is a
bother (6)

23

17 Overlooks
commercial vehicle
good man holds in
esteem (13)

28

25 A very loud long
varied tune is a bit
rich (8)
28 Devours a humbug
and relished it? (8)
29 Twelve upheld
appeal. Now there's
an idea (6)
30 Befuddled domestic
duo blab all over the
place (15)
Down
2 Turbulent British
river where
impulsive sensations
flow (6)
3 Competent ace
detective is a beast
(5)

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

16

23 Cloakrooms Her
Majesty visits are
less secure (6)

3

9

10 Incomplete illusion
takes in one fool for
a period of time (8)

20 Dare somewhat
confused biblical son
to follow? It's
doubtful (13)

2

12

13

14

17

18

15

19

21
22
24

25

26

27

29

30

4 Hope ranch house
accommodates
Norma maybe (5)

15 Tea is stirred for a
French man of note
(5)

5 Flyer the French
handle (5)

16 Spoke against
Orange County
boxer cursed with a
lack of mongrel (9)

6 Description given
when former Soviet
Union leaves
trusteeship in
confusion (7)
7 Watering hole where
brothers seldom
agree? (5)
8 Dropped but got rid
of Root perhaps? (9)
12 Oddly claim we'll
follow this as the
Carry On crew did
(5)
13 Saw group of
musicians returning
(5)

17 Gangster seen before
a second mission (5)
18 Quiet little creature
found under the sea?
(5)
19 Anarchist repeated
by Bowie? (5)
21 Confuse a murder
hearing with this?
(7)
22 Once mistakenly
placed in front of
French convert? (6)
24 One scot is injured
being brave (5)
25 Car with zero sound
(5)

26 Ballet movement is
almost saucy (5)
27 Extremist is captured
by difficult radical
group (5)

